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Dr. Simon Ourian highlights the success of NeuSculpt, a non-

surgical body contouring treatment at Epione, offering

effective fat reduction and muscle toning

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, July 2, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Dr. Simon Ourian Highlights the

Success of NeuSculpt: A Revolutionary Non-Surgical Body

Contouring Solution at Epione Beverly Hills

Dr. Simon Ourian, the world-renowned cosmetic expert

and founder of Epione Beverly Hills, is excited to share

the continued success of NeuSculpt, an innovative non-

surgical body contouring treatment. This groundbreaking

procedure has garnered widespread acclaim for helping

clients achieve their desired body shape with no

downtime, pain, or invasive surgery.

NeuSculpt: Revolutionizing Body Contouring

NeuSculpt is a game-

changer in body contouring,

offering clients effective fat

reduction and muscle toning

without surgery or

downtime.”

Dr. Simon Ourian

NeuSculpt represents the forefront of body contouring

technology, utilizing advanced electromagnetic energy to

simultaneously reduce fat and tone muscle. This dual-

action approach targets stubborn fat deposits and

enhances muscle definition, providing clients with a

sculpted and toned physique.

Key Benefits of NeuSculpt:

- Non-Invasive and Pain-Free: NeuSculpt offers a comfortable treatment experience without the

need for needles, anesthesia, or recovery time.

Effective Fat Reduction: The electromagnetic energy selectively targets and destroys fat cells,

leading to noticeable fat reduction in treated areas such as the abdomen, thighs, and buttocks.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.epionebh.com/neusculpt/
https://www.epionebh.com/


Before and After results using NeuSculpt

Dr. Simon Ourian performs a cosmetic treatment on

a patient at Epione Beverly Hills, showcasing his

expertise in non-surgical aesthetic procedures.

- Muscle Toning: NeuSculpt stimulates

deep muscle contractions,

strengthening and toning muscles to

enhance overall body contour.

- Quick and Convenient: Each

NeuSculpt session lasts just 30

minutes, making it easy to fit into any

busy schedule. Optimal results can

often be achieved in a series of

treatments.

Dr. Simon Ourian: A Pioneer in

Aesthetic Medicine

Dr. Simon Ourian’s reputation as a

pioneer in the field of aesthetic

medicine is built on his commitment to

innovation and excellence. The success

of NeuSculpt underscores his

dedication to providing cutting-edge,

non-surgical solutions that deliver

exceptional results. His passion for

helping clients achieve their beauty

goals with minimal disruption to their

daily lives sets Epione Beverly Hills

apart as a premier destination for

aesthetic treatments.

Client Testimonials

Clients who have undergone NeuSculpt treatments have been thrilled with their results.

"NeuSculpt has transformed my body in ways I never thought possible without surgery," says

one satisfied client. "I feel more confident and love the definition I see in my muscles."

Book Your Appointment

Experience the revolutionary NeuSculpt treatment for yourself. To book your appointment, text

or call us at 310-651-6267.

About Epione Beverly Hills

Epione Beverly Hills is a leading medical practice known for its advanced non-surgical aesthetic

treatments. Founded by Dr. Simon Ourian, Epione offers a comprehensive range of services



designed to enhance natural beauty and boost self-confidence. From skin rejuvenation to body

contouring, Epione is dedicated to providing personalized care and state-of-the-art technology to

help clients achieve their aesthetic goals.
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